
The Maker City Summit 
2017 Event Summary + Recap 

On September 19, 2017 at The Mill & Mine in the Old City, The Maker City Summit 2017 
hosted 300 individuals who classify themselves as makers. Business owners, hobbyists, expert 
speakers, and local city officials came together for this day-long event. Amidst the varied 
scheduled events, the Mayor’s Maker Council and local firm Designsensory revealed the new 
branding for The Maker City, the organization serving as the network for the Knoxville maker 
community. This mark, part of a generous brand package gifted by Designsensory to the City 
of Knoxville, exemplifies the claim we stake on being The Maker City. 

Keynote speakers kept a rapt audience with valuable presentations on how cities can adapt to 
support their maker economy, on goal setting for your business and your personal 
achievements, and on the importance of relying on your authentic voice when communicating - 
as your brand or as yourself.  



Groups of makers local and visiting joined each other on stage for engaging panel discussions 
running on two complimentary tracks through the afternoon. Participants had the opportunity 
to speak with one or more ‘experts’ in specific fields like market, Etsy shop optimization, 
product photography, and web design. The end of the day was capped with a lively Maker 
Meet-up where socialization and networking were in abundance.  

By the Numbers 
 300 Attendees 
 36 Panelists 
 29 Experts 
 8 Keynote Speakers 
 18 Volunteers 

Of the forty Summit Feedback Survey responses, the favorite portions of the event were tied: 
Keynote Speakers and Ask the Experts.  

OUR KEYNOTE SPEAKERS VARIED IN INDUSTRY, LOCATION, AND SUBJECT MATTER.  



Steph Crowder, 5-Step Process to Set Goals that 

Actually Stick 
One of the most talked-about presentations at the Maker City Summit, Steph Crowder’s goal 
setting process was direct, easy to follow, and accessible. Here are her five steps:  

Set a time for 10 minutes and brain dump anything & everything swimming around in your 
brain. Jot it down no matter how big or small. 
Ask yourself: What’s working? What’s not working? Discover where you want to end up by 
evaluating where you’ve been so far.   
Choose one word to symbolize a year’s worth of goals. What word floats into your mind to 
summarize how you want this next year to FEEL? 
Identify your life buckets and combine your “one word” with your “life buckets” to discover 
the goal. 
Set your goals: Look at each life bucket individually. What’s one thing you can do in the next 
year to get closer to the way you want that area to feel? 

Ilana Pruess, Bold Steps In the Maker City 
“Production in the city is key to having a strong local economy with strong neighborhoods.”  

Ilana Preuss has dedicated her life and her business to helping cities become more supportive 
of its local small-scale manufacturing industry. In her keynote, she shared stark facts about the 
rapid growth of an industry we know but may not have considered to be involved with 
manufacturing: breweries, hardware fabricators and contract makers, coffee roasters, retail 
spaces. She celebrated Knoxville’s assets and gave strong suggestions for a smarter future.  

Mark Schaefer, The Social Media Revolution is Being 

Led by You 
World-renowned marketing thought-leader and best-selling author Mark Schaefer brought the 
audience along a raucous and lively storyline of a few case examples of authentic marketing. 
His focus: Building your personal brand.  

Mark was adamant that there was no formula, no multi-step process to make you known. We 
are our own marketers; companies are choosing to work with individuals rather than firms when 
it comes to advertising; the best thing you can do for your future, be it a career or otherwise, is 
to have your personal brand. And how might you do that? Persistence. Keep showing up.  

TO VIEW & DOWNLOAD ALL KEYNOTE PRESENTATIONS, PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE: 

www.themakercity.org/summit 



Local leaders and a diverse range of panelist 

weighed in on relevant topics 

HERE’S WHAT THE ATTENDEES ARE SAYING ABOUT THE BREAKOUT SESSIONS 

Transformational Technology 
“Fantastic perspectives on where technology fits in with the creative process.  Adding a brewer 
into the panel was a great idea.  Loved the opportunity to get their perspectives on what was 
the favorite use of technology.” 

Doing Business in the City 
“Great opportunity to make the city government officials known and available to makers at 
large.  Great idea for a panel.” 



Ask the experts is the newest addition 

to The mAker City Summit 
WHAT ATTENDEES ARE SAYING: 

“Haseeb was AMAZING! I want to be his new best friend. He was smart as a whip and offered 
me so many solutions to problems that I have. The expert sessions were one of my favorite 
parts of the summit.” 

“All of my experts helped me so much. They made me feel like I was doing the right thing and 
that I should be confident! If it wasn’t for these ladies I truly would have given up!” 

“Terrance was great! He loaded me down with resources to help with all my business growth 
obstacles in the few minutes we had to chat.” 

“Meeting with experts was the best part of the event for me--great opportunity to network, get 
advice, and make connections!” 

29 Experts volunteered their time to advise on a 

wide variety of topics 

Accounting 
Entrepreneurship 
Etsy Shop Maximization 
Graphic Design 
Legal 
Marketing 
Music Industry 

Photography 
Retail Sales 
SEO 
Social Media 
Video/Film Making 
Website Maximization 
YouTube Marketing 



Valuable feedback for next year 
Of the forty responses to our 2017 Summit Feedback survey, 95% say they’re recommend the 
Summit to a friend. However, the single respondent who said ‘no’ provided valuable feedback 
to keep in mind as we plan for the 2018 Maker City Summit. 

One of the best parts about bringing such a large group of local makers together is the 
opportunity to network. Coffee and breakfast in the morning, a social lunch hour midday, and 
the even Maker Meetup were the primary opportunities to network, but attendees made 
valuable connections throughout the day.  



Top Three that Our makers want more of: 
 

 

Expert Speaker Events + 
Workshops 

Small Business Education + 
Training 

Maker Meet-ups & Socials 

Continuing with the work informed by last year’s Summit responses, we continue to evolve The 
Maker City and its relationships within the Knoxville community to better serve our makers. 
With launch of our new brand and the growth of maker involvement since the first Summit, we 
are drafting a strategic plan to drive progress toward the goals our community has set for us.  

Next Steps 
Create and implement a strategic plan for 2018. The strategic plan will include all steps, 
ideas, resources, and necessary connections for bringing the Knoxville maker community 
exactly what it needs. We will plan for the 2018 Maker City Summit months in advance with 
programming informed by an event calendar, education and training offerings roster, and 
secured events with experts local and national.  

Establish a programming outline to inform the offerings roster and event calendar. With 
the valuable information gathered by survey in 2016 and after the most recent Summit, we will 
craft a general outline for the year’s programming, detailing ahead of time what opportunities 
we will be creating for the maker community.  

Continue the post-Summit momentum by providing valuable information, resources, and 
promotion to our makers via social media and our website. More than 100 people ‘followed’ 
The Maker City on the say of the Summit, and hundreds more joined us in the days preceding 
and following the event. We’re reaching higher engagement than ever by promoting our 
makers and sharing news and opportunities with them in their social feeds. We will continue to 
do so and track the growth of our social channels to ensure we’re delivering the highest quality 
content.  



All made possible by our sponsors  
 


